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Mission
Statement
“Advance
Knowledge”
1.To further interest and
study of German
speaking immigration in
Ohio.
2.Encourage members to
further research family
histories in Ohio.
3.Promote information
about life, times and
social life of German

ohann Adam Mann is an imagined character. Although he did not
actually exist, the circumstances of his fictional life and of his family’s
deaths played out in villages throughout the kingdom, duchies, and
independent principalities that comprised the territory now known as
Germany. In many cases, the experiences of Johann Adams and his fellow
villagers were drawn directly from historical individuals. In all cases, the
history and sociology of their lives are as historically accurate as existing
sources permit.

OUR DAILY BREAD:
GERMAN VILLAGE LIFE
1500—1850
BY TEVA SCHEER
PART FIVE: EMIGRATION

T

he long journey from Heilbronn to New Orleans had exhausted almost
all Jacob's and Martin's funds; they had no money to pay for a cabin
on a steamboat to St. Louis. But talking with their fellow travelers,
they learned that they could travel by steamboat at one-fifth the cost
of a cabin passenger by purchasing deck passage. This meant that they would
be living and sleeping on the open deck for the approximately two weeks it
would take for them to travel the 1,200 miles up the Mississippi River to their
destination.
They would also have to buy their own food before embarking, and prepare it
on a common deck stove, just as they had on the journey across the Atlantic.
However, the most important feature of deck passage to Jacob was the cost:
only about five dollars. He and Martin would have lots of company on deck;
three times more passengers purchased deck tickets than those who purchased
cabin accommodation. Jacob reluctantly sold one of his three cooper's tools, his
drawknife, in order to pay for his share of food for the trip. They booked
(OUR DAILY BREAD CONTINUED ON PAGE 54)

VOM SCHREIBTISCH DES PRÄSIDENTINNEN

F

riends: What is your WHY?
Why are you a member of Palatines to America? Is it for the help you get in researching
your ancestors? Maybe you are dedicated to
carrying out the mission – To Educate. Do you want
to be the student or the teacher? Do you want to
learn? Share? Volunteer? What knowledge and experience do you have to share or hope to receive? What
skills and talents have you developed that can benefit
the organization or your fellow members? All of us
have something to share. Our National conference in June 2020 features numerous members of PalAm who will be sharing their expertise with us, notably Ernie Thode, Diana Druback and Kent Robinson. They are all experienced and knowledgeable researchers who will share their specialties with
us. I hope you plan to attend to soak up all that knowledge!
In the meantime, do you have something to share with us? Brian Hartzell,
our Publications Chair, is always on the lookout for interesting articles for
the Palatine Heritage. Perhaps you would like to tell us about that special
“aha” moment when you broke down a brick wall. Do you know about upcoming events around the state – or on-line – that others might be interested
in? Do you have a question about a certain research strategy? Send it to
Brian at hartzell56@hotmail.com and you can be published!
I’m going to share in the next issue about my immigrant Palatine, a draft
dodger from the Bavarian army, a tailor by trade, a horn player by avocation,
a member of the Band of the 9th Ohio and 38th Ohio Volunteers in the Civil
War, a saloon owner, and the marshal of Reading, Ohio. Stay tuned for all
the details!
Linda Dietrich
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passage on a relatively small boat, the 63-ton Frontier, which was built early in the 1830s,
principally to work the upper Mississippi River basin. It was a fast boat; in fact, it was famed for
having achieved the fastest passage time between St. Louis and Galena, Illinois, in 1836. Jacob and
Martin shared the boat with 22 other passengers, of whom six shared the two cabins and the rest
were on deck. It was springtime on the Mississippi, and although the deck passengers spent several
days in wet clothes due to rain, on the whole the temperature was temperate. In general, the deck
passengers were a happy lot; their travels were almost over, and they had survived an arduous
journey.
The Frontier made several stops on the way to St. Louis to pick up or drop off mail, passengers, or
cargo: Natchez, Vicksburg, Memphis, and Cairo, where the Ohio joined the Mississippi. In the
scattered small cities, Jacob glimpsed ornate homes and small, but prosperous-looking ports.
Outside of the cities, he saw the occasional plantation with its stately house, outbuildings, and
fields being worked by Black slaves. For the most part, however, he saw nothing but trees.
America seemed to him an almost empty land, filled with riches for the taking by an ambitious
young man who was willing to work hard.
Finally, Jacob's journey was over. As the Frontier approached the cobblestone levee, St. Louis
appeared to him as a veritable forest of riverboat steamstacks. There were almost 100 boats moored
along the levee that day - a relatively low-traffic day along a riverfront that often accommodated
150 boats at once. The first steamboat had docked at St. Louis in 1817, inaugurating a period of
growth and prosperity. St. Louis was the gateway to the west, from which traders and settlers
provisioned themselves and headed into the wilderness. It was also the last significant city on the
Mississippi River below the Des Moines Rapids and Rock Island Rapids, which prevented
northbound river passage of the larger boats, so that the city became the principal port in the
interior West. By 1838, the commercial district east of Fourth Street featured banks, saloons,
hotels, dozens of stores, and the new St. Louis Theater, which opened the previous year.
In 1838, the City of St. Louis boasted more than 15,000 inhabitants. The first German immigrants
had arrived in the mid-1830s; by the time that Jacob arrived just a few years later, the number of
Germans had swelled to 6,000 - more than one-third the city's population.
Germans were settling all over eastern
Missouri, not just in the City. Martin's sister
Anne Elisabetha lived with her husband
Hermann in a small enclave of German
farming families in northern St. Louis County.
They had arrived in 1835, and already they
owned their own farm. They had worked hard
and done well, but they had also suffered.
Anne Elisabetha had lost two toddlers to
typhoid fever, and was suffering from
depression and homesickness.
Despite her husband's economic success, she
was desperately unhappy, and longed to return
St. Louis Levee, late 1800s
to Germany. Her brother's arrival was a
blessing from home that helped her begin to
adjust to and accept her new life. Soon she was expecting another child, her first to be born in
America.
The two men received a warm welcome in the little German village, which the locals were
beginning to call Black Jack. Martin moved in with his sister's family and helped Hermann to
extend his arable acres, while Jacob went to work for a neighboring farmer, Heinrich Wedekind.
(OUR DAILY BREAD CONTINUED ON PAGE 55)
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Within a year, Martin was engaged to another young woman from his home village, Henriette
Jacobsmeier, whose family had immigrated with Hermann, Anne Elisabetha, and a small group of
other Westphalian villagers. With Hermann to guarantee his mortgage, Martin bought a small
nearby farm.
Martin had achieved his goal of owning his own land, and he was surrounded by friends and family.
His immigration journey had more than satisfied his wanderlust; now he was ready to put down
roots. Jacob, however, was not. The Black Jack residents had been friendly and helpful, but their
little settlement had begun to remind him of Hochfeld - in sum, life under the constant microscope
of the neighbors. He missed the anonymity of Heilbronn, and he had decided that he was not
interested in becoming a full-time farmer. After a year in Black Jack, Jacob bid Martin farewell,
deposited his savings in a local bank, and headed back to the City of St. Louis.
***
Jacob was far from alone in deciding to move to the city. The first generation of German-Americans
was more likely to live in a city than either their former countrymen in Germany or their new
countrymen in the United States. In 1850, almost 30 percent of German immigrants, but only eight
percent of the total population was located in one of the country's eight largest cities.
Many German immigrants moved directly to the cities, while others moved into a city after brief
stays on a farm or small town. By 1860, German-born residents comprised 15.4 percent of the
population in Baltimore, 22.5 percent in Buffalo, 20.4 percent in Chicago, 27.2 in Cincinnati, 31.4
percent in St. Louis, and 35.3 in Milwaukee. Germans comprised only 14.8 percent of the New
York City population - but the sheer number of Germans in that city represented the third largest
concentration of Germans in the world, after Berlin and Vienna.
Whether the immigrants moved to the cities or stayed in the country, they tended to form exclusive
German communities in the country and German neighborhoods in the city. The founding residents
of villages like Black Jack were typically from the same area or even the same German village,
because beginning with the first waves of immigrants, Germans tended to come in groups.
Individuals traveling on their own usually settled near relatives or neighbors who had already
immigrated. As German villages established satellite outposts in North America, letters sent back
home encouraged even more former neighbors to relocate to the golden land.
Immigration permitted ambitious German men to attain all their dearest ambitions. By leaving
Germany, they shrugged off the last vestige of serfdom, the hated Fron requirement. No longer held
in thrall by the Bürger system, which until the mid-nineteenth century limited them to citizenship in
a single village or city, they were free to move wherever they wished.
More land than they had ever dared to dream of in Germany was theirs in exchange for hard work.
Their living conditions might be Spartan the first few years, but with luck, they could expect within
a few years to build a house for their families that dwarfed those of their former German villages'
richest men. No longer would their children and grandchildren watch their prospects wither with
each generational division of family assets; instead, a man could help his sons acquire their own
land, and he could expect that his daughters would find good German husbands nearby with farms
of their own. The entire extended family could become prosperous together.
The transition for German women was not nearly as smooth as for their menfolk. In leaving their
German village, they lost forever some of the most cherished aspects of their lives. They bid
farewell, usually forever, to their parents and other relatives. No longer would they meet their
friends and neighbors on the street whenever they walked to the shops, no longer would they enjoy
the comfort of spinning or sewing with the other women on long winter nights. In America, they
were often isolated on farms some miles outside the German hamlets. They fought the wilting heat,
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the dirt and insects, the wild animals, and the dark silent nights. They longed for familiar foods and
their former kitchen stoves. Most of all, they worried about unfamiliar illnesses that struck
themselves and their families, and they feared being alone in their hours of childbirth.
Contemplating her imminent departure from Germany, one woman wrote to her brother,
“When I now think of our departure from here, ... I have to say that since the New Year all courage has left
me. But the decision will have to be made soon. I almost tremble when I think of it ... Most of what was so
dear and valuable to me in the house must be sold. I will have to leave the beloved home of our parents to
strangers, perhaps never to step into it again ... Will I ever be able to live through all this? I think of this
often recently. I am so terribly frightened, and I cannot tell [my husband]. But I do not waver for a
moment.”

In extreme cases, some families' hopes of a better life in North America were doomed for a variety
of reasons including bad luck, inadequate starting capital, illness, and lack of skills. Some
immigrants gave up and returned to Germany, where they became landless paupers in their own
former villages because they had sold or forfeited any former property in order to leave.
Others, lacking the funds, remained trapped over in North America. A German-language weekly
newspaper published in St. Louis ran an article in 1836, which described some of these
unfortunates:
" ... the ragged children and the dirty females whom one sees here in the streets and in front of the
warehouses, where they [paw] through the trash for worthless, disgusting things, where they attempt to
steal what they cannot find on the streets or gain by begging.”

Despite some challenges and set-backs, the German community in North America prospered and
grew. By 1900, a "German belt" of German immigrants and their descendants extended across the
center of the area bounded east and west by Ohio and Nebraska, north and south by Wisconsin and
Missouri. Sizable populations also existed in several Northeast cities including Hoboken,
Baltimore, and New York.
German Beer Hall in
Hoboken New Jersey

Germans owned 40 percent of all farms in the United States.
Germans and their descendants continued to speak German,
not simply at home but in their churches, schools, and stores.
They read local German-language newspapers. They formed
thousands of social organizations or Vereine - musical,
theatrical, charitable, athletic, and political. They attended
German-language concerts and lectures, and they relaxed on
Sunday in German beer and wine gardens.
Their German world survived until World War I, when their
insular lives attracted the distrust of other Americans. When
the United States declared war on Germany in 1917,

“ ... no German-American was beyond suspicion; speaking German was enough to call one's loyalty into

question. Hysteria degenerated into all sorts of absurd campaigns to stamp out everything German. Bach
and Beethoven were taken off concert programs, streets and stores were renamed, even sauerkraut was
turned into ‘liberty cabbage.’”

To prove their loyalty to the United States, the communities began to conduct school classes only
in English. They disbanded many of their organizations, and German newspapers ceased to
publish. The German churches were slower in converting to English, but as more of their younger
members grew up speaking English rather than German, even they made the change. By the onset
of World War II a generation later, the golden era of German culture in North America was over.
(OUR DAILY BREAD CONTINUED ON PAGE 57)
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When Jacob Mann moved to St. Louis City from Black Jack,
he found a boarding house run by a German widow just south
of the city's commercial center. The boarding house was in the
Frenchtown area, where newly built homes punctuated an area
still mostly covered with fields and farms. The earliest
inhabitants had been French, and the area had been surveyed
by a Frenchman named Antoine Soulard. After his widow
donated land at the corner of Seventh Street and Soulard
Street (today's Lafayette Street) to build a public market, the
growing neighborhood began to be called Soulard.

Soulard Market, circa 1900, some of Soulard’s
characteristic brick rowhouses can be seen in the
background.

The neighborhood's blocks were divided into narrow
European-style lots on which the growing population of
Germans built red brick row houses. German schools,
churches, stores, and other businesses quickly followed.

Jacob advertised for cooperage work in a neighborhood newspaper, and he supported himself with
construction jobs while he waited for his business to grow. Within a year, he was able to rent space in
a shared warehouse where he worked almost full time as a cooper and occasional carpenter.
Jacob's lucky break occurred about five years later. A German from Hessen named
Johann Adam Lemp had arrived in St. Louis in 1838, where he opened a grocery
store. As a side business, he began to brew lager beer to meet the demand of the
German community. By 1842, he had established the Western Brewing Company on
South 2nd Street, where today the St. Louis Arch is located. In 1845, Adam began
excavating an underground limestone cave near the Mississippi to age his beer. To
outfit the cavern, he needed 20 thirty-barrel oak casks plus dozens of new barrels for
his sales. He hired Jacob and three other coopers to construct his casks and barrels.

Adam Lemp

From the start, Adam Lemp took a liking to Jacob, who was about 13 years his junior. Jacob
reminded him of his favorite nephew back in Germany. Adam inspected Jacob's cask work and
barrels carefully, and found they were neat, tight, and well constructed. Adam ended up offering
Jacob an open-ended contract to produce all his barrels. Adam prospered, and became one of the
City's leading brewers. He became Jacob's business mentor, and as his business exploded, so did
Jacob' s.
To bolster his reputation as a respectable businessman, Jacob began to attend the South German
Evangelical Church, later known as St. Marcus Church, founded in 1845 at the intersection of Fourth
and Soulard streets. There he met his future wife, Dorothea Kappel, who with her parents and
siblings had emigrated from Mecklenburg in 1842. They married in November 1846, exactly nine
years after Jacob left his German village. Dorothea was 25 and Jacob was 40. They used Jacob's
savings from his first year in America to secure a mortgage on a tidy brick rowhouse in Soulard.
Within a year, Dorothea was pregnant with their first son. She would bear him three sons and two
daughters, all but one of whom lived to marry and have children of their own.
In 1851, Jacob's stepmother died in Hochfeld at age 57. As was her right under Hochfeld's
inheritance laws and customs, she had continued to live in Jacob's father's half-house in the village
for her entire life. Now that she was dead, Jacob's father's estate could finally be settled.
Jacob's elderly uncle had acted as Jacob's guardian since the death of Jacob's father. He and Jacob
had exchanged a few letters over the years, so he knew his nephew was alive and well in St. Louis.
He insisted that Jacob receive his legal share of the inheritance, even though he had fled Baden
(OUR DAILY BREAD CONTINUED ON PAGE 58)
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without permission. After a prolonged period of deliberation, the Badenese court finally agreed that
Jacob was still one of his father's two legal heirs. After the half-house, furnishings, outbuilding, and
farm equipment were sold, the proceeds were divided equally between Jacob and his half-brother,
Johann Georg Mann, who still lived in Hochfeld. About a half-year later, a bank draft arrived for
Jacob. Badenese authorities had subtracted the manumission fee Jacob should have paid for
permission to emigrate, along with various other fees and taxes, but the remaining sum was,
nevertheless, a respectable amount. With his inheritance, Jacob's mentor Adam Lemp allowed him to
buy a small, but significant interest in his brewery.
Lemp's Western Brewery continued to grow and prosper, even
after Adam's son William took over the company in the 1860s
following his father's death. By the early 1870s, Lemp's was
the largest brewery in St. Louis (Anheuser &
Company ranked second), with a total
production of 61,000 lager barrels per year.
In addition to his minority interest in the
brewery itself, Jacob continued to grow his
barrel-making business, which supplied
Lemp's as well as a significant number of the
29 other breweries in St. Louis. Jacob and
his sons presided over their own empire of warehouses and manufacturing facilities
for constructing and storing barrels. He had become a wealthy and important man. Lempe Lager 1878
For many years, the adult children of Jacob and Dorothea Mann urged them to move to a newer
neighborhood north of the center city, nicknamed Germantown, where many upwardly mobile
Germans had established a German-language community in large houses surrounded by gardens. The
Soulard neighborhood had become increasingly industrial in character, and many Germans had
moved out as new immigrant groups from eastern and southern Europe moved in. However, the
couple stubbornly refused to leave the neighborhood where they had raised their children, attended
church, and entertained their friends.
In 1881, Dorothea Mann died in the ornate brick townhouse that Jacob had built for her 25 years
earlier. One year later, a lonely and retired Jacob died as well. Their children buried them at
Bellefontaine Cemetery in Germantown, not far from the graves of Adam Lemp and his wife Louisa.
Jacob was 76 years old. He had fathered five American children and 21 grandchildren.
Jacob lived his entire life in German culture, speaking German with his family, friends, and business
associates. Yet the most he ever told his children about his life in his German village were a few
happy anecdotes from his childhood. He never told them, nor did they ask, about his parents or his
difficult early life in Hochfeld. He had left that life behind the day in 1837 that he began his walk
towards the French border. But on his deathbed, the life accomplishment of which he was most proud
was that he had given his wife and children a secure life in the land of opportunity. Through his own
efforts, he had insured that the words of the Lord's Prayer that so haunted his own father - "Give us
this day our daily bread" - had lost their fearful meaning, hopefully forever, for his American
descendants.

Do You Recognize This Child?
We’re collecting baby/young child photos of the current OH PalAm leadership
and have started a contest to see who has a sharp eye for detail. If you recognize
this child, please send your guess to Palatine Heritage editor Brian Hartzell at
Hartzell56@hotmail.com. A magnificent prize shall be awarded to the first individual who identifies this child!
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THE DIFFICULT JOURNEY OF THE MEYER FAMILY:
“GERMANY” TO LEBANON COUNTY, PA
BY DR. KARL E. MOYER
Editor’s Note: There must be a thousand remarkable stories about emigrating from the
Palatinate to a new home in the New World. Here’s one from PalAm member Karl E.
Moyer of Lancaster, PA, written exclusively for the Palatine Heritage.

I

do not know precisely where the Meyer family lived in what is now Germany, save to
say that it seems to have been somewhere east of Mannheim. Things were tough, not the least
of them a brutally-cold winter of 1708-9. I resist telling stories here of that deadly period.

At some point, Heinrich Meyer gathered up his family and boarded a boat at Mannheim for The
Netherlands and then another to England, as one of many Palatine families hoping for a better life
in the New World. Heinrich indentured himself to the British navy to become one of a crew of men
harvesting pitch and tar, important naval stores, from fir trees previously examined along both
shores of the Hudson River somewhat close to Saugerties, NY. Heinrich indentured himself to pay
for his family’s travel to the New World.
A number of ships brought Palatine immigrants to the port of New York in 1710, and after some
delay in New York City, the indentured servants and their families boarded boats for their voyage
up the Hudson. They lived in two “camps,” East Camp and West Camp on the respective sides of
the river. Each camp had several relatively small “communities.” Heinrich and his family lived in
the greater West Camp community. “West Camp” remains under that name, while at some point
“East Camp” took the name Germantown.
Then a big “OOPS” went up when, contrary to the scouts who’d earlier investigated the fir trees,
the workers discovered that the particular trees there did not issue pitch and tar! The details make
for MOST interesting reading. (See reference to the Sanford Cobb book.)
Conrad Weiser, Sr., living in East Camp, became an important leader
for the struggling colonies of Palatines on each side of the Hudson.
Some of the families of East and West Camp eventually followed him
and his family upstate to the valley of the Schoharie Creek. This
creek flows north into the Mohawk River, which in turns flows east
to the Hudson. Conrad Weiser, Jr., son of Conrad Sr., lived with a
Mohawk family in the Schoharie Valley during the winter of 1712–
1713 to learn the languages and customs of various Indian nations,
especially the Mohawk and Iroquois. This experience would become
of enormous importance later on in Pennsylvania, especially for
Conrad Jr.’s contacts with William Penn.
Relationships between the “German” immigrants and the Dutch land-owners in that part of New
York State relatively near Albany and Schenectady got so bad that Conrad Weiser, Jr. and some
accomplices made an exploratory trip to present-day Pennsylvania. They travelled upstream on the
Schoharie Creek to its source; made a challenging hike over the top of the mountain that separated
Schoharie from the source of the Susquehanna River north of Binghamton, NY; then travelled
down the Susquehanna over numerous treacherous rapids; and finally made “a sharp left turn” up
the Swatara Creek, south of present-day Harrisburg and close to Three Mile Island of infamous
nuclear history.
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Navigating the “Swatty,” as the locals call it affectionately, had its own challenges, given its
shallow depth in many places, not to mention yet shallower tributaries such as the Quittapahilla
which flows through Lebanon, PA. The dividing point between the Susquehanna and Delaware
River watersheds is perhaps 10-15 miles east of Lebanon, and Weiser’s scouting trip surely meant
walking on Indian trails and through virgin forest in the absence of navigable bodies of water.
Upon the scouting group’s return to Schoharie, NY, numerous families determined to remove to
“Penn’s Woods,” William Penn’s colony, and they eventually left in two primary excursions. The
second in 1735 which included the Heinrich Meyer family. Assuming that they went “lock, stock,
and barrel,” one wonders how they negotiated the terrain near Wilkes-Barre, PA, the rapids near
Selinsgrove, the shallow water going upstream on the Swatara Creek, and then one or another yet
smaller creek!
However it happened, Heinrich Meyer settled at a spring about one
mile west of the hamlet of Mühlbach (now Millbach) close to the
eastern edge of Lebanon County. He eventually received the deed to a
large farm, much of it to the west of the spring. The main farm
buildings were ever so slightly east of the watershed and much of the
farm was actually in the Susquehanna watershed. Succeeding
generations divided the farm into two at some later point.
Many writers report the Palatines as moving into the Tulpehocken
area of present-day Berks County, site of the Conrad Weiser
Weiser Farm
homestead and burial site, but clearly Heinrich and other Schoharie
immigrants did not go that far east or north from present-day Lebanon County.
The eastern part of the farm with its spring house, farm house, large Swiss-style bank barn, and
other farm buildings remained in the family well into the 19th century. The attorney who does legal
work for my family now lives on that farm, has taken great care of the buildings, especially the
farm house, and is an exemplary steward of this historic property of one of the 1709 Palatine
immigrant families.
Heinrich had four sons: John, who remained on the homestead; Jacob, who moved to (now) Snyder
County, west of the Susquehanna River and about an hour’s drive north of Harrisburg; Michael, of
whom we know little; and Christopher, who moved to a large farm on Louser Road in (now) South
Annville Township, Lebanon County, near the village of Campbelltown (originally
Campbellstown) at the western edge of Lebanon County. The family were staunch members of the
German Reformed Church at Campbelltown, where the cemetery has been the burial place for all
but one generation of Heinrich’s descendants in a straight genealogical line. Christopher’s military
service in the Revolutionary War has become the basis of memberships in groups such as the
Daughters of the American Revolution, and his grave is appropriately identified with a
Revolutionary War marker.
The original Meyer name remains in this family among those who in the early 1800s moved from
Campbelltown to present-day Centre County, PA, site now of Penn State University. However, in
the early 19th century the Lebanon County Meyer name changed to Moyer, a common Pennsylvania
German variant of the original name. This change was also the case with Mennonite Meyer people
who settled in Montgomery County, PA, from whom descended the major-league pitcher Jamie
Moyer. That family is not related to us in any way. They were staunch Mennonites, especially at
the Franconia Mennonite Meeting House between Souderton and Sellersville, Montgomery
County, PA.

(MEYER TO MOYER CONTINUED ON PAGE 61)
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Most of my Moyer family were farmers until the mid-20th-century cultural shifts that found many
of my generation leaving family farms. My older brother and I are fifth-generation descendants of
Christopher Meyer of Annville Township near Campbelltown and members of the seventh
generation of this family to live in the New World—but the first to move off our own family farm
for other vocations. To a degree, this change exemplifies the great American dream: my brother
and I were the first in our immediate family to earn doctor’s degrees: he in genetics, I in organ
performance and church music. We both became college professors.
Christopher Meyer’s sandstone grave marker at Campbelltown has become somewhat illegible.
Sandstone was common material for buildings and grave markers in the Pennsylvania Dutch part
of the Keystone State for many years, and more often than not, sandstone cemetery markers have
suffered the effects of bad climate in ways that old slate grave markers have not, at least in this
part of the country. I am in the process of adding a bronze marker in front of the 1801 sandstone
grave marker with the original German inscription and an English translation.
Postscripts
1. Three significant books exist about the immigration of the Palatines to New York and their
tumultuous lives as indentured servants in the failed pitch-and-tar project at East Camp and
West Camp:
a. Cobb, Sanford H., The Story of the Palatines: An Episode in Colonial History. 1897.
Cobb, a pastor of the “High-Dutch” churches in Schoharie and Saugerties, made a valiant
effort to record the history of the Palatine emigration of 1709 from the Old World
eventually to Pennsylvania. Not surprisingly, he misses various kinds of details, and his
manner of English usage is “interesting” if not on some occasions difficult. Yet he
deserves our respect and gratitude despite some failings in the book, and I would
recommend it even as the first book to read on this subject.
b. Knittle, Walter Allen, Ph.D., Early Eighteenth-Century Palatine Emigration: A British
Government Redemptioner Project to Manufacture Naval Stores. 1937. This is a far more
academically responsible account of the story of the Palatines to the New World. Knittle
includes ship lists which, while they do not answer all questions, are valuable and
informative.
c. Otterness, Philip, Becoming German: the 1709 Palatine Migration to New York. Cornell
University Press, 2004. This book is a must for persons interested in the history of early
Palatines in New York.
The Cobb and Knittle books are available from the old Stone Fort Museum in Schoharie NY:
www.theoldstonefort.org.
2. Many libraries across the United States include Henry Meyer’s book, The Genealogy of the
Meyer Family (1890). Despite some significant errors, especially on how my immigrant
family got to Muhlbach, the book can be a valuable source of information about the existence
of many of Heinrich Meyer’s progeny up to ca. 1880 or so. The book has been reprinted and is
available on the public market.
3. How propitious to have the article by Lutheran pastor David Jay Webber, “The Skippack
Palatines,” in the recent issue of The Palatine Immigrant! A professional genealogist as well
as a Lutheran pastor, he introduces his article with a terse but excellent discussion of the
Palatines who came to East Camp and West Camp and the places to which they dispersed
when that ill-fated attempt at harvesting pitch and tar utterly failed. His introductory summary
is worth one’s careful study.
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About the Author: Dr. Karl E. Moyer is one of
Lancaster’s (PA) best-known organists. A
professor of music emeritus at Millersville
University, he retired from his recital career after
60 years, and now focuses on the genealogy of his
Meyer/Moyer forebears who came to New York
City as indentured servants of the British Navy in
1709.

Hardcopy Subscriptions to
Palatine Heritage Now Available
Effective with the Winter 2020 issue of Palatine Heritage, hardcopy subscriptions will be available to members and non-members alike at the cost
of $24 annually.
At present, all OH PalAm members and other subscribers are receiving a
free digital copy of the Palatine Heritage, either through the OH PalAm
member-only section of the website, or as a PDF sent directly to them via
email. Members who currently receive a digital copy may now receive a
black-and-white hardcopy, as well, at cost.
Members and subscribers currently receiving hardcopies for free will receive an invoice shortly with a due date of January 30, 2020. Individuals
who would like to receive a hardcopy may also request a paid hardcopy subscription. Payments will be made to the Ohio Chapter, Palatines to America,
c/o Joe Stamm, 3930 Lander Rd., Chagrin Falls, OH 44022. All hardcopy
subscribers will receive an annual invoice.
Members who currently receive a hardcopy and fail
to submit payment by the end of January, will not
receive a hard copy of the Winter 2020 issue, but
will be given the opportunity to receive a digital
copy, as do all other members, if they provide an
email address.
Life members, museums, genealogical societies and
educational institutions presently receiving the Palatine Heritage will not be charged for their hardcopy subscriptions.
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hat’s Your Favorite
Library or Archive?

We’re making a list and checking it
twice – and not because Santa Claus is
coming to town! What is your favorite
library (public, state, historical society, etc.) or archive in
the State of Ohio that you use for your genealogical research. Do you spend a lot of time at the Columbus Metropolitan Library? Ohio Genealogical Society Library in Bellville? Western Reserve Historical Society in Cleveland?
Somewhere else? Please share your favorite genealogical research haunts and the reasons why you
believe others should visit and utilize the resources available to fellow OH PalAm members? Send
the name and location of your favorite library and/or archives to Palatine Heritage editor Brian Hartzell at hartzell56@hotmail.com. A list of member recommendations will appear in future issues of
the newsletter. Thanks for your support!

DIGGING PENNSYLVANIA ROOTS
FROM YOUR DESKTOP
SUMMARIZED FROM A PRESENTATION BY JAMES M. BEIDLER,
AT THE OHIO PALAM FALL SEMINAR ON OCTOBER 12, 2019
BY ART BLOCK
Like many states, the maintenance of vital records in Pennsylvania developed over a span of
decades. In the 1680’s, founder William Penn decreed that vital records should be kept, however,
only a few marriage licenses remain from that time period. From 1852-55, counties were supposed
to keep registers of births, marriages and deaths, but compliance on the local level was only about
10%.
By 1885, all Pennsylvania counties began to keep marriage licenses which are considered public
records. This rich record set is available on Family Search. Between 1893-1905, Pennsylvania
counties kept birth and death records at a compliance level closer to 90%.
Beginning in 1906, official birth certificates (which become public after 105 years) and death
certificates (which again become public after 50 years) were kept at the state level in the state
archives. Family Search.org, a free web site, includes the following Peensylvania records:
Births and christenings (1709-1950)
County marriages (1885-1950)
Other marriages (1709-1940)
Obituary and marriage collection (1977-2010)
Pittsburgh city deaths (1870-1905)
Eastern district naturalization indexes (1795-1952)
Eastern district petitions for naturalization (1795-1931)
Probate court records (1683-1994)
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Family Search is a particularly rich site for Philadelphia, which was the main port of entry for
immigrants from colonial times until 1825. Philadephia records include:
Births (1860-1906)
Death certificates (1803-1915)
Marriage indexes (1885-1951)
Passenger list index cards (1883-1848)
Passenger lists index (1800-1906)
Passenger lists (1800-1882 and 1883-1945)
Seaman’s proofs of citizenship (1791-1861)
Case files of Chinese immigrants (1900-1923)
Beidler recommends that individuals search these files, since Family Search may or may not have
actually digitized everything.
Ancestry.com is a paid-subscription website that includes the usual birth, marriage, and death
records. It features high-quality scans of the actual Pennsylvania death certificates for 1906-1964. It
also has veteran burial cards for 1777-1999, land warrants/applications for 1733-1952, naturalizations
for 1794-1908, Septennial census reports from 1779-1863, and WPA Church Archives for 19371940. Through a partnership with the Historical Society of Pennsylvania, there are Pennsylvania and
New Jersey Church and Town records (1708-1985) and many more.
Other sources include:
 The State Library of Pennsylvania www.statelibrary.pa.gov
 Pennsylvania State Archives www.phmc.pa.gov
 Historical Society of Pennsylvania www.hsp.org
 National Archives, Mid-Atlantic Region www.archives.gov/philadelphia
 Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh www.carnegielibrary.org/research-overview/genealogy
 Blair County Genealogical Society www.bcgslibrary.org
Any questions? Email Jim Beidler at james@beidler.us.
###

A LOOK AT THE WEEKS AHEAD
January 25th OH Pal-Am German Community Forum, “Newspaper Research” with Jayne
Davis, Columbus Metropolitan Library, Room 3B, 96 S. Grant Avenue, Columbus,
Ohio. From 10am to 12pm, free and open to the public, no registration required.
February 22nd OH Pal-Am German Community Forum, “German Marriage Records” with
Diana Druback, Columbus Metropolitan Library, Room 3B, 96 S. Grant Avenue,
Columbus, Ohio. From 10am to 12pm, free and open to the public, no registration
required.
March 28th OH Pal-Am German Community Forum, “Census Records” with Julie
Callahan, Columbus Metropolitan Library, Room 3B, 96 S. Grant Avenue, Columbus,
Ohio. From 10am to 12pm, free and open to the public, no registration required.
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My Ancestors Lived Here

EXCLUSIVE LIMITED EDITION T-SHIRTS

$18.00 sizes Med., Large, X-large
$22.00 sizes XXL and XXXL
Visit our website to purchase at:
https://oh-palam.org/bookstore.php
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Palatines to America is a non-profit organization dedicated to finding
the origins of German-speaking ancestors in Europe. Membership
dues per year (October 1 through September 30): USA residents •
$40 individual • $45 family.
Make checks payable to Membership Registrar, Palatines to America.
Payment includes both National and Chapter dues.
The OH Chapter of Pal Am publishes Palatine Heritage Newsletter
with quarterly issues in Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter. Hardcopy
newsletter an additional $24/year.
Published articles may be copied for non-commercial use by
genealogists or for reprint if proper credit is given: Palatine Heritage,
Ohio Chapter of Palatines to America, ©2019.
Queries are welcome and will be printed in two (2) successive
newsletters. Please use genealogically accepted format and
abbreviations.
Contributions to Heritage are encouraged. Articles should not exceed
600 words. If materials submitted are copyrighted, proof of
authorization to publish must be provided; sources from other
magazines must be cited so appropriate credit can be given. OH
PalAm reserves the right to accept or reject any material submitted.
Contributions will be edited as needed.
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